CALL FOR PROJECTS

7 – 17 January 2021

Call for Projects
Dear light artists
Already for the third time we are able to launch a “call for projects”
for Light Festival Lucerne. From January 7th to 17th we are inviting
national and international artists to make Lucerne shine with us.
For the 3. edition, no specific festival topic will be considered with the
entries. However, projects linked to the city or region of Lucerne will
be preferred.
Lucerne offers a large variety of architecture. Historic monuments,
special facades, idyllic squares and small alleys are waiting for your
creative ideas. In an additional document you can find histories, legends and information to inspire you.
Thanks to innovative and interactive light installations, Lucerne shall
become a shining meeting point in January. The Association Light
Festival Lucerne is looking forward to interesting and surprising entries.

Lea Isaak
festival director

Thomas Fritschi
festival director
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Possible locations,
we look forward to further suggestions.
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Data about the entries
Lilu Light Festival Lucerne 2021 is not dedicated to a specific topic.
Desired and welcomed, however, are ideas and concepts related to Lucerne. In the further document you will find histories, legends and
information for your use.
The Association Light Festival Lucerne values artistic freedom. However, projects may not include political or discriminating topics or messages.
The entries are assessed by the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consideration of the provisional available locations (We are open for other suggestions.)
Degree of innovation of content and realisation
Possibility of interaction for visitors
Creativity
Consideration of residents: The festival takes place in the city centre.The residents have to be considered (emission of noise, facade
projections, etc.).
Premiere: The installation is new and has never been shown on any other festival before.
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Terms & Conditions
The entries are all about art and creative ideas. Anyway, terms and
conditions concerning producibility and technical realisation are to be
considered.
In January snow, rain, wind and cold temperatures are to be 		
expected. The installation is always outdoors and has to withstand
these weather conditions. During the festival, the installation is in
daily order.
Light Festival Lucerne supports the artist with the realisation of
technics and infrastructure. Basically, the responsibility for designing,
planning and the producibility of the idea is in the hand of the artist.
The festival provides for basic infrastructure (power supply, hangings)
up to the light installation. If needed, the festival is able to support
the planning of the construction. Additionally, all entries are to be
tested by the City of Lucerne to meet all requirements. The festival
chooses the partners, for technical and infrastructural support.
The light artist is responsible for the maintenance of the installation
during the operational hours. The artist is in charge for possible repair
work, spare parts are to be taken into account.

The artist is liable for the materials of the installation.
Take into consideration that the installation is placed in public and is
to be in order without maintenance during the operational hours. 		
At night, a security service is on guard.
Basically, artists are in charge of assembling and dismantling the
installations. Consulting the festival, support may be provided.
Technical indications and indications about the use of material are
to be made with the entry. The festival co-operates with suppliers for
technology.
During constructions and dismantling the festival provides for		
catering and accommodation.
Together with the artist, there will be three content inspections and
approvals carried out by the festival. The first when signing the
contract, the second at the beginning of December and the third
before the start of the festival.

Dates and formals
The entries are to be handed in as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Complete names of all artists taking part including contact informations (phone, address, e-mail, website, social media accounts)
Pseudonym, project title and detailed description of the installation (sketches, pictures, text, animations, etc.)
Precise technical description (amount of space needed, material needed incl. technics, specifications about assembly, power requirement,
etc.)
Motivation, portfolio
Cost overview

All entries are to be handed until 31.05.20 via e-mail to projekte@lichtfestivalluzern.ch
31.05.20: Deadline for projects/concepts
30.06.20: Evaluation of all entries and first feedback
31.07.20: Handing in of detailed concepts
20.09.20: Final decision
01.10.20: On site inspections (going on during October 20) and handing in of project descriptions
13.12.20: Pre-approval-inspection of content
04.01.21: Beginning of constructions for installations on site
06.01.21: Approval-inspection of content by the festival board
07. - 17.01.21: Duration of the festival

Project entries: projekte@lichtfestivalluzern.ch
Verein Lichtfestival Luzern
c/o Luzern Tourismus
Bahnhofstrasse 3
6002 Luzern
Website:
Facebook:
Instagram:

lichtfestivalluzern.ch
facebook.com/lichtfestivalluzern
instagram.com/lichtfestivalluzern
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The City of Lucerne introduces itself

Embedded in an impressive panorama of mountains, Lucerne, the gate to Central Switzerland, is situated on the shores of Lake Lucerne.
Thank to its landmarks, the attractive location by the lake and the nearby mountains Pilatus, Rigi and Titlis, Lucerne attracts many visitors. Adding
to all this, another speciality of the region is the ability to fuse seemingly opposite things: Modern spirit finds its place as well as century-old landmarks and traditions.
>> www.luzern.com
LUCERNA – CITY OF LIGHTS
Lucerne earned its additional name «City of Lights» in the Late Middle Ages. Lucerne’s historian wrote that Lucerne got its name 			
«Von des liechtz wägen», because of the light. According to a legend, an angel pointed out the site for a chapel dedicated to St. Nicholas to its
first inhabitants. On this same spot now lies the Hofkirche. Others assume, the name «Luzern» is connected to fishing and the city’s location by
the lake. «Luciaria» describes a cluster of pikes.
See also «Luzern leuchtet. Von der wundersamen Leuchterscheinung zum Plan Lumière».
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SIGHTS
The cityscape is defined by the medieval Kapellbrücke, which features
gable paintings and is considered to be one of the oldest covered
bridges in Europe. Another landmark is the Museggmauer which, except
for one tower, has been preserved in its original state.
In the car-free Old Town, historic houses decorated with frescoes are
gathered around picturesque squares such as Weinmarkt. Lucerne is a
city of squares and churches.
The Jesuite Church built in the 17th century is considered to be the first
sacral Baroque building in Switzerland. It is hard to imagine the
cityscape without it and the Hofkirche’s two towers. The dying lion
which was sculpted into rock to remind of the Swiss heroes fallen in the
1792 storm of the Tuileries Palace is one of Switzerland’s best-known
mounuments. And, with the 112 metres-long Bourbaki Panorama,
Lucerne is in possession of one of the world’s few preserved 		
monumental panoramic paintings.
ARCHITECTURE
An architectural highlight is the futuristic Lucerne Culture and Congress
Centre, KKL in short, by French star architect Jean Nouvel. The bold and
spacious train shed was designed by the famous Swiss-Spanish
architect, construction engineer and artist Santiago Calatrava.
Make the facades come to life, make symbols appear in different
places, squares or on the water. Also Neustadt, the newer part of
Lucerne, is full of interesting squares and passages.
LUCERNE, CITY OF THEATRE
Theatre (and disguising oneself) has always played a major role in
Lucerne. This relation can be emphasised trough figures, masks or
stories.
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Legends and characters of Lucerne
THE GIANT OF REIDEN:
What were thought to be the Giant of Reiden’s (Wild Man) remains were brought to
Lucerne in 1577 (But were later revealed to be a mammoth’s shoulder blade). The Wild Man
is pictured on Museggmauer’s Zeitturm as well as on panel 001 on Kapellbrücke. There is
also the Wilden Mann inn and the Wilde Mann can also be seen on the Reuss-side facade
of the historical museum.
BROTHER FRITSCHI:
Simple peasant, cult figure of Lucerne Carnival, Fritschi fountains on the Kapellplatz
FURRENGASSE’S GHOST:
Thin, figurative appearance which trails a horrible animal’s tail, gradually gets larger and
moves up Eggtreppe, across Kornmarkt and trough Furrengasse to Kapellplatz
PILATUS:
Story of a dragon which hoards his treasures in a cave, story of Pilatus’ witches, story of the
wild people (small wild men living in caves)
LAKE PILATUS:
Legend of Pontius Pilatus’ grave site, eponym of the mountain
DRAGONSTONE:
Legend of the stone which was lost by a dragon and is supposed to bring wealth. Is now
kept in the History Museum.
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Squares, alleys and buildings
INSELI PARK

LUCERNE RAILWAY STATION

The Inseli originally was an islet in shallow water and was private
property until 1924. Today’s Inseli dates back to the 1950s when the
Inselikanal was covered to create parking spaces for tourist coaches.
Since then it is only a peninsula but has been turned into an 
attractive recreation area directly by the lake. During summer, there
are two outdoor bars open. In autumn, the traditional 			
„Lozärner Määs“ fairground takes place on the Inseli among other
sites.

In 1971, the old railway station was destroyed by a fire, leaving only the
iron construction of the train shed. The new building was completed
in 2001. The head of the building, originally planned to be a hotel, is
an attractive, beautiful and generous multi-purpose area. Santiago
Calatrava created a bold entrance hall built of glass and concrete.
A remainder of the old railway station, which opened in 1896 and
featured a glass dome, is the entrance gate. It was rebuilt facing
the lake and is crowned by Richard Kissling’s (1848-1919) sculpture
«Zeitgeist » . He was the most famous sculptor of his time, among
his works is also the Tell monument in Altdorf. The west facade facing
Pilatusstrasse shows Maurice Barraud’s monumental painting «Nord
et Sud» which decorated the inside of the former dome before the
fire.
When one moves from the new station over the Seebrücke, one is
in the middle of «historic» Lucerne for which today’s railway station
seems slightly too big in its dimensions.

KKL LUZERN
Lucerne’s KKL (Lucerne Culture and Congress Centre) lies on the site
of Lucerne’s earlier Arts and Congress Centre (1932-33) by Armin Meili
and was built between 1996 and 2000 according to the plans of Paris
architect Jean Novel. The building consists of three halls: The concert
hall «Salle Blanche» featuring perfect acoustics and 2000 seats, The
Luzerner Saal (on the central axis of the building), the small hall on
the side and Lucerne Art Museum. A coppery roof in the shape of a
wing reaches far north and canopies the whole space. Also, the view
of the lake and the Old Town from the two roof terraces is impressive and Jean Novel’s wisely defined windows open up the view to
Lucerne’s sights from the foyer.
Situated on KKL’s forecourt, the Wagenbachbrunnen was built in 1934
according to Plans of Armin Meili. It sprays 16 bundles of water
fountains 20 metres into the air.
>> www.kkl-luzern.ch

Squares, alleys and buildings
MEILIHALLE

VÖGELIGÄRTLI

The Landungsbrücke 1 is one of Switzerland’s architecturally most
precious boat stations and is the only gangway featuring a shed from
the 1930s. It was built by renowned Lucerne architect Armin Meili in
1935/36. The concrete platform seems to float above the lake and
is supported through pillars by iron case bays. The airy architecture
consisting of steel and glass picks up the topic of 19th Century train
sheds from the early age of railways but is realised in Meili’s typical
modern age, reduced engineer architecture. Since 2013, 		
Landungsbrücke 1 has been listed in the Canton Lucerne’s directory of
sites of historic interest.
From the end of 2018, extensive restoration works were carried out
in Meilihalle. Disturbing elements which had been added later were
removed. The outer shell now again is glassed from floor to ceiling
and opens the view to the city and the lake. The original colour, a
dark blue, enhances the delicate, elegant and well-proportioned
construction. In time for the change of timetables, the Meilihalle went
back in order before Easter 2019.

In Vögeligärtli Park there weren’t just birds but also stags, 			
a flowstone cave and once upon a time a stinking gas plant.
Only once the Hirschmatt neighbourhood was completed,
the Zentralbibliothek library - via detours - was added. The Vögeligärtli
is actually called Sempachergarten.

LUKASKIRCHE
A tower too high, bells too loud - protestant St. Luke’s Church was
given a hard time in catholic Lucerne. At least at the beginning.
Soon the architecture of the steel and concrete building earned
praise as an outstanding representation of the early modern age. On
the inside, especially the glass paintings designed by Louis Moilliet are
worth seeing.

VIKTORIAPLATZ (NOWADAYS LUZERNER KANTONALBANK)
Accompanying the construction of the new railway station in 1896,
the Pilatusstrasse was freed of Centralbahn’s tracks. This enabled
the creation of a broad boulevard which could keep up with Zurich’s
Bahnhofstrasse. The Hirschmatt neighbourhood was created from
the drawing board.
JESUITE CHURCH
As an effect of counter-reformation, the Jesuits arrived in Lucerne in
1574. With their doctrine, they were supposed to lead the clergy and
believers to a holy life. In 1577, they moved to Ritter Palace and
started building their college church, today’s Jesuit Church in 1666. It
was solemnly consecrated in 1677 and had Rome’s Il Gesùn church as
a role model. The Jesuite Church was Switzerland’s first Baroque hall
church. Especially precious in their artistry are the first Baroque and
Rococo stucco, the high altar, the organ and the treasury.
In 1895, the representative facade facing the Reuss was 		
complemented with the erection of the two towers according to the
original plans. Impressive are the acoustics of the splendid church
space: Apart from services it also serves the Lucerne University of
Applied Sciences to educate organists.
>> www.jesuitenkirche-luzern.ch

Squares, alleys and buildings
GOVERNMENT BUILDING

FRANCISCAN SQUARE

Building owner Lux (Luzius) Ritter gained wealth while serving in
the regiment of the French King in Northern Italy. Having returned
to Lucerne, he became mayor of the City and Republic of Lucerne.
By building a Florence inspired Renaissance palazzo he wanted to
communicate his rise in society to the public. The Council of Lucerne
granted building permit in 1556 and Italian architect Giovanni Lynzo
started the construction works. During the construction period, Lynzo
was accused of heresy, taken to court and sentenced to death. Lux
Ritter himself deceased shortly after his builder while the palace was
still uncapped.
The building was completed by The Council of Lucerne.

Until the mid-19th Century, the town was girded by a city wall with
high towers along Hirschengraben on the left bank of the Reuss.
Since the 13th Century a Franciscan Abbey had been located
within the walls. St. Mary’s Church in the centre of the abbey was
built between 1270 and 1280. The precedent building therefore was
Romanesque. The long house was expanded in 1561/62 and basically
rebuilt in Gothic style. Elements of Baroque and Rococo - such as
both side chapels - were brought to the church by remodelling and
expansion works happening later on. The high altar built in 1736 shows
the shepherds worshipping the nativity scene, a work by Renward
Forer. The richly carved choir stalls were created by Kaspar Tüfel from
Sursee and Hans Ulrich Räber. The artwork of the pulpit was created
by Niklaus Geiser. The ceiling paintings are by Johann Georg Hunkeler
from Altishofen. A flag cycle is depicted in the clerestory of the long
house, it shows the army flags conquered from the Habsburgs by the
Confederates in the 1386 Battle of Sempach.

The palace features a grand work in the style of Italian Renaissance:
Especially gracious is the three story colonnade courtyard (patio) in
the centre of the building. It is open for visitors on weekdays. In 1577,
Ritter Palace went over to the newly incoming Jesuits.
They complemented the palace on both sides and built the Baroque
Jesuite Church from 1666-1677. In 1847, after the Sonderbund War, the
Jesuits were expelled from the country. Since then, the Ritter Palace
has served as government building. The classicist, semi-circled
parliament hall was added from 1841-43 according to the plans of
architect Melchior Burri, a pupil of Berlin architect Friederich Schinkel.

Squares, alleys and buildings
WATER TOWER

ZÖPFLI

One of Lucernes best-known landmarks is the Water Tower. It was
erected in the first half of the 14th Century, before the construction
of the Kappellbrücke. Its feature isn’t only the stork’s nest on the spire
which has been empty for hundred years but also its shape.
Its footprint is octagonal, the preferred shape of Hohenstaufen
emperor Friedrich II. Barbarossa. The octagon defines his most
beautiful works (e.g. the Castel el Monte in Italy). The Water Tower
measures 34.5m from the bottom to the top, the perimeter is
therefore bigger than its height. During the course of its history, the
Water Tower has served for numerous purposes. At first, it was a
power symbol, watch and defence tower, later it was used as archive,
treasury or armoury. The bottom room with its 4.5m thick walls served
as dungeon, being completely dark on the inside. There was a hole to
let the poor prisoners down to the dungeon, riding on a stick. Also, the
tower wasn’t lacking a torture chamber, as in the middle ages blood
court decided over witches, heretics and other wrongdoers. Today, the
Water Tower is used by Lucerne’s artillery association. The rare alpine
swifts have been nesting in the roof for decades. Returning from
Equatorial Africa in April, these birds are Lucerne’s spring messengers.

«Zöpfli» is a linguistic diminutive of «Zopf». In the vernacular, this
was the designation of an extraordinarily beautiful building on the
south-western corner of the Old Town, in the spandrel between
Kramgasse and Reuss, on the northern bridge head of Reussbrücke.
The building work’s fundament reach into the Reuss. The house was
built in 1787 by Marshall Anton Jakob Thüring von Sonnenberg. He was
a skilled hobby architect and designed the plans for the house on his
own. The southern and eastern facades show paintings from the time
of construction. A coat of arms featuring a crown can be
recognised in the gable. The entrance gate is especially splendid seen
from Kramgasse.

>> www.kapellbruecke.com

Squares, alleys and buildings
MUSEGGMAUER (MUSEGG TOWERS)

Luegislandturm

The Museggmauer with its nine towers is part of Lucerne’s historic
town fortification. The City of Lucerne started building it in the 13th
Century. Two fortification towers were erected. The inner circle
consisted of a city wall along Löwengraben and Hirschengraben also the Kapellbrücke and the Spreuerbrücke were part of it.
The second fortification circle was built towards east and west on the
ridge of Musegghügel starting in the 14th Century. First, the towers
were built and later the gaps were filled by building the
Museggmauer. The Musegg Towers, a sign of power and authority, are
illuminated at night and make up the cityscape which is visible from
far away.

Luegislandturm (literally: look-in-the-country-tower) fully honours its
name: From the tower’s parlour, you can look the furthest. It is the
only tower which is clearly recognisable from north and overlooks the
upstream hills. Its high, pointed roof shows a wind turn from left to
right. With its 52.6m, Luegislandturm is the highest of the nine
towers. It was built in 1370 and has been preserved as a half tower
open towards south until today.

>> www.museggmauer.ch
Seen from west to east, the towers are:
Nölliturm
The gate tower dates back to 1513. Before, there stood another tower
on its site. It is Museggmauer’s only round tower and measures 28m
in height. Today’s street opening was created in 1901. Today, Nölliturm
is used by the Zunft zu Safran, a corporation.
Männliturm
This tower got its name from the iron, male figure in armour carrying
a flag on top. It is the second tower on the ascending ridge.
It measures 33m from the bottom to the crenellations.

Wachtturm/Heuturm
The original tower on this site was the Heuturm. It received its name
from the hay which was brought inside originally. Later, also gun
powder was stored behind its thick walls. On July 1701, a lightning
strike made 250 hundredweights of powder detonate. The Heuturm
burst completely and five people in the Old Town were killed by
raining stones. The re-erected Baroque tower measures 44m.
Today’s name origins in its newer purpose as a watch tower.

Squares, alleys and buildings
Zytturm

Pulverturm

The Zytturm (Time Tower) dates back to the year 1442. Its bell, the
Leonhardsglocke, was cast in 1370 and was originally placed in the
bell frame of St. Peter’s Chapel on Kapellplatz. The first clockwork
was produced in 1385 and replaced in 1535 by today’s. The clock face
is even large enough for the fishermen on Lake Lucerne to read the
time. As a symbol for Lucerne’s well set up warriors, two wild men
support the clock face on both sides. The Zytturm’s clock
announces the hour one minute before the city’s church bells. The
Zytturm measures 31m.

By way of precaution, the city state of Lucerne stored its gun powder
in two different towers (the other was Wachtturm). The Pulverturm
(powder tower) also measures 27.5m in height. The rumour about
Tannberg Castle which is said to have had stood there, so far hasn’t
been confirmed. The corporation Weyzunft nowadays uses the
Pulverturm as a clubhouse.

Schirmerturm
As well as the Nölliturm, the Schirmerturm is a gate tower. The route
used to lead through the gate and out in the country. Who stepped
out of the gate, found itself on the countryside. The Schirmerturm
was placed in front of Museggmauer and, like most of the other
towers, is carried out in quarrystone work and displays nice corner
blocks. On top of the crenellations lies a lower pyramidal roof, as well
as on the top of the other towers further east. Schirmerturm
measures 27.5m.

Allenwindenturm
The Allenwindenturm and the Dächliturm don’t tower over the
densely built houses in front of the Museggmauer. Sometimes,
the Allenwindenturm is also called Holdermeyerturm, after a former
treasurer. Its walls are 1.8m thick and it also used to be a half tower.
Dächliturm
With its 27.35m, the Dächliturm is the lowest of the nine Musegg
Towers. As well as Dächliturm (tower with small roof), it was also
called Chutzeturm (signal tower). Nowadays, the tower is used by the
master joiner’s association.

Squares, alleys and buildings
WEINMARKT

KORNMARKT

The Weinmarktbrunnen, which is considered to be one of the most
beautiful fountains in the city, is a work of stonemason Konrad Lux.
He started work on the fountain in 1481 and carried on for ten years.
Apparently, the Fischmarktbrunnen in Basel served him as a role
model. The fountain was restored several times, in the 16th Century
the originally hexagonal basin was replaced by an octagonal one.
In 1737/38, Hans Georg Urban, then head of public services, made
changes on the fountain standpost. The standpost was duplicated
in 1902 as well as in 1952. Sculptor Leopold Häfliger chiselled today’s
standpost out of shell limestone. Nowadays, the original one stands in
the stair well of the Museum of History, the former arsenal in
Pfistergasse.

In place of the original building, Italian architect and master builder
Anton Isenmann from Prismell erected the city hall on Kornmarkt
in the style of Italian Renaissance between 1602 and 06. On his job
in Lucerne, Isenmann was accompanied by builders and craftsmen
from Milano. Special features of the city hall are the arcades with
their squared pillars facing the Reuss, the strong curvature of the
arched windows, the Florentine style bossage on the ground floor,
the massive corner blocks and the Kornmarkt entrance flanked by
Corinthian pillars. Kornschütte, the city hall’s ground floor originally
was old Lucerne’s large store. Today it serves as a municipal exhibition
hall. The city hall’s tower originally was a medieval family tower, it was
elevated in 1505 and 1619 and was complemented with its red dome
and four oriels. On the upper level of the tower was Renward Cysat’s
old registry, his new registry, built between 1695-98 in Italian Baroque
style, is the extraordinary gem found between city hall and tower. A
broad hipped roof covers the Renaissance building, protecting it from
wind and weather. The city hall on Kornmarkt is a Confederal listed
building and is considered to be one of Switzerland’s the most
beautiful public buildings.

HIRSCHENPLATZ
Two historic inns can be found on Hirschenplatz: the «Goldene Adler»
and the «Hirschen». Already in 1356 the «Goldene Adler» was granted
its ‘right of tavern’ . And where hasn’t Goethe been? Commemorative
plaques also lead the way in Lucerne: Of course Johann Wolfgang
von Goethe came to Lucerne, he put up at the «Goldene Adler» in
1779. Before him, also Prince Ladislaus of Sweden and Poland lodged
there. Even back then, the «Goldene Adler» was considered to be the
first house on the square and was allowed to serve Veltliner wine, a
gastronomical privilege back then. The wrought iron inn sign with the
golden eagle reminds of the dazzling times. The nearby «Hirschen»
dates back to 1474. It also impresses with an well crafted and splendid
inn sign which depicts a golden, jumping stag. Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe is said to have dedicated a poem to it.

Squares, alleys and buildings
KAPPELPLATZ

KURPLATZ & MUSIC PAVILION

The colourful «Fritschi-Brunnen» marks the place where «Bruder
Fritschi» was buried according to the legend. Fritschi is dialect for
Fridolin. The fountain’s granite basin is from Intragna in Ticino. The
standpost, a Neo-Renaissance pillar, depicts the Fritschi family in a
wreath of acanthus leaves. Above, there are masks dating back to
the penultimate turn of the century. On top stands a proud standard
bearer. The four pipes are connected to the city’s old fountain grid
and pour 24 litres of potable water per minute. A fount is said to have
flown here, close to the church and the warehouse, already in 1546.
«Fritschi-Brunnen» as we know it today is one of the newer fountains
within the city’s domain: It was designed in 1918 by Lucerne Swiss
Style architect August am Rhyn.

The Kurplatz including a Music pavilion was built in 1906 in between
Schweizerhofquai and Nationalquai. Berlin architect Bruno Schmitz
was commissioned by Lucerne’s hotel industry to build the small,
beautiful park in the so-called geometric Art Nouveau style. Pavilion,
benches, fountains and lampposts build a work of art. Before World
War I, a salon orchestra played in the pavilion every day during tourist
season. Bruno Schmitz also created the Monument to the Battle of
Nations in Leipzig, Germany.

Squares, alleys and buildings
HOFKIRCHE

BOURBAKI

The St. Leodegar Collegiate Church and St. Maurice used to build
Lucerns’s clerical centre. The Order of Saint Benedict founded the
church and the abbey. The origins of the St. Benedict abbey and
church date back to the year 768. In the course of time, the abbey
gained more and more territory. Sixteen estates, among them
Lucerne and the whole Pilatus, belonged to the abbey. The Lucerne
abbey finally reached Murbach Abbey in Guebwiller, Alsace. Instead of
the abbot, a provost started to reside in Lucerne.
The history of the abbey in the court is interwoven tightly with the
history of the City of Lucerne. In 1178, Lucerne was granted relative
autonomy under Murbach’s abbot Konrad von Eschenbach,
originally from Lucerne. The Hofkirche, originally built in Romanesque
style, burned down in 1633 and was re-erected. Both towers, which
still showed Romanesque elements, remained. In 1633, a depiction
of the Mount of Olives was created on the northern tower. Between
the towers, which measure 69 metres, St. Michael’s chapel is located
above the entrance hall. The inside of the church features different
elements of style. The high altar consists of black marble from
Unterwalden. The carved choir stalls and both Maria-End-Altar and
the Altar of the Descent from the Cross, are of Gothic style. There are
two organs, the large organ, whose frame was created by well-known
sculptor Niklaus Geissner, takes up the whole width of the nave. The
eight bells, of which the largest, the bell of Theodore of Octodurum,
weighs 108 hundredweights, are known for their force and sound.

At the end of the Franco-Prussian war in 1870/71, the French Armée
de l’Est in command of General Bourbaki was interned in neutral
Switzerland.
Within tree days, more than 80’000 of Bourbaki’s soldiers crossed
the Swiss border between Basel and Geneva. Geneva landscape and
genre painter Edouard Castres accompanied the French troops
working for the Red Cross. Commissioned by Geneva entrepreneur
Benjamin Henneberg, he created the monumental panoramic
painting depicting the crossing of Bourbaki’s army in Les Verrières in
the region of Jura. In 1889, this extraordinary panorama was moved
from Geneva to Lucerne. Nowadays it is part of a culture centre. The
new building features cinemas in the basement and a library on the
upper floor.
>> www.bourbakipanorama.ch

Squares, alleys and buildings
LION MONUMENT

HOTEL NATIONAL & NATIONALQUAI

From the 16th Century to the French Revolution, the City and
Republic of Lucerne sent a regiment of Swiss Guards to serve the
French Kings. On 10 August 1792, these Guards had to defended the
Tuileries against 6000 revolutionaries while King Louis XVI and his
family stayed in the Legislative Assembly. Officers and soldiers died
heroes. Officer Karl Pfyffer of Altishofen survived as he was
coincidentally on leave in Lucerne at that time. In 1821,
he commissioned Rome-based Danish sculptor Berthel Thorvaldsen
to create a monument for the Lucerne Guards in the abandoned
quarry on his Kreuzmatt domain. Thorvaldsen designed three models
for the Lion Monument: one can be found in Gletschergarten,
another at the Museum of History and the third in Copenhagen’s
Thorvald Museum. Constance sculptor Lukas Ahorn carried out the
model of the monumental stone lion which is situated next to the
pond in the middle of an English style pleasure ground. The Latin
inscription above the monument says: «To the loyalty and bravery
of the Swiss». The small chapel in front of the monument names the
Swiss Guards killed in the storm of the Tuileries. The Lion Monument is
probably the most well-known sight in Lucerne and in itself an oasis
of quiet.

The Hotel National was built in different construction phases between
1870 and 1890. The monumental building work in French Historicism
style is still evidence of the defining power of tourism around 1900.
The quay site, the Nationalquai, is named after the hotel. The quay
was generously built, the previously flat lakeside was entirely changed.
Filling material for the construction of the quay was shipped to
Lucerne across the lake from Bürgenstock. The immaculately straight
quay wall with its two rows of horse chestnuts trees and another
featuring a then state of the art electric lightning was modelled after
its role models in Nice and Menton. As a first ending point to the quay
site, Kursaal, a French style entertainment hall, was built on
Nationalquai in 1893. Also part of the Kursaal space were a theatre
and a concert hall, a restaurant and a print office for an English daily
paper to be published from March to October each year.

GLETSCHERGARTEN
In 1873/74, giant’s kettles were discovered by coincidence right next to
the Lion Monument while building a wine cellar. The Gletschergarten
Museum was built: It centres around the depiction of Lucerne during
ice age.
Special attractions are an ice age show and the raised-relief map by
Franz Ludwig Pfiffer which was the reason of Goethe’s visit to Lucerne.
>> www.gletschergarten.ch

MONTANA
A funicular railway carries the guests from Haldenstrasse to Hotel
Montana on the hill above Halden neighborhood: the spendid Hotel
Montana arose shortly before World War I, from 1911-13.It’s a work
of Lucerne architects Moeri & Krebs who also worked in Germany,
France, Italy and Czech Republic. Today it is considered a masterpiece
of Swiss Art Deco Architecture.
>> www.hotel-montana.ch/de/Ueber-uns/Geschichte

